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ﬁrst time. Learn more about the event on page 90.

I

n a year as tumultuous as 2020, it can be hard to summon gratitude. And yet, there
is so much to be thankful for: delicious meals shared with family, the slowly turning
spectrum of fall foliage, warm days with cool nights and generosity of time and actions that pours in from often unexpected fronts.
North Carolina Poet Laureate Jaki Shelton Green was generous with her art this
month, sharing words to accompany Juli Leonard’s gorgeous photographs of late
autumn at the JC Raulston Arboretum (pg. 62). Henry Schaffer found that a sudden
abundance of time opened up a new pasttime with unforeseen beneﬁts (pg. 98).
Matt Register and his family opened up their home to us to shoot their Thanksgiving meal, sharing food, stories, laughter and even a few tears as we talked about their
traditions now and in the past (pg. 48). And of course, we hope the story Give Where
You Live will inspire you to be generous with the organizations that have helped folks
in the Triangle, especially this year (pg. 70). This is by no means meant to be an accounting of every organization that can use our support, or that deserves our gratitude,
but it’s a start.
And while you’re in a the spirit: consider Katherine Snow Smith’s new guidelines
for hosting a cordial Thanksgiving (pg. 48), and the spirit of camaraderie that Billy
Warden discovered at the campsite at the fairgrounds (pg. 26). Said Warden, when he
pitched the story: “When I got wind of state legislators retreating to a good ol’ egalitarian, all-American campsite, it seemed a perfect way to get at the humanity that is—or
should be—at the heart of politics.”
Humanity, family, food, generosity and gratitude for it all—that’s November in a
nutshell, and we hope you’ll ﬁnd it all in this month’s issue.
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JAKI SHELTON GREEN /
W R I TE R
Jaki Shelton Green is the ninth Poet
Laureate of North Carolina, the
ﬁrst African American and third
woman to hold the title. She is a
2019 Academy of American Poet
Laureate Fellow, 2014 N.C. Literary
Hall of Fame Inductee, 2009 N.C.
Piedmont Laureate and 2003 recipient of the North Carolina Award
for Literature. Green teaches documentary poetry at Duke University
Center for Documentary Studies
and has been named the 2021 Frank
B. Hanes Writer in Residence at
UNC Chapel Hill. Her publications
include: Dead on Arrival, Conjure
Blues, breath of the song, Feeding the
Light, and i want to undie you. On
Juneteenth 2020, she released her
ﬁrst LP, poetry album The River
Speaks of Thirst. Green is the owner
of SistaWRITE retreats for women
writers. “I am grateful and humbled
to have my words in dialogue with
these beautiful images.”

NOVEMBER 2020

KATHERINE SNOW SMITH
/ W R I TER
Katherine Snow Smith is a journalist in St. Petersburg, Florida, but
grew up in Raleigh and makes
monthly visits to see her parents
and friends. She was a business
reporter, parenting columnist and
magazine editor during 20 years
at The Tampa Bay Times. Her ﬁrst
book, Rules for the Southern Rulebreaker: Missteps & Lessons Learned
came out in July. The book highlights the humor and messiness of
life—which is what she conveyed
in the piece she wrote offering
Thanksgiving preparation tips. “In
case you can’t tell behind the face
mask, it’s written tongue-in-cheek,
but also with an appreciative heart
for all we do have this year.”

EAMON QUEENEY /

JULI LEONARD /
P HOTO G R A P HE R
Juli Leonard, who works as a
photojournalist at The News &
Observer, lives in Raleigh with her
daughter, partner and a houseful of
creatures. Leonard was delighted to
get the assignment to photograph
the arboretum during the offseason, a less likely time to admire
the gardens, but one of her favorites
to document the rich colors before
they fade into decay.

P HOTO GR A PH ER
A former Ohio newspaper staffer,
Eamon Queeney is a Raleigh-based
freelance photojournalist who can
regularly be found exploring his
adopted Southern state for editorial
clients like The New York Times and
The Washington Post. Eamon believes
in moment-based photography
and the complex imagery of life's
everyday scenes. “It never ceases
to amaze me how welcoming and
warm people are, and this month’s
trip to dine with the Register
family was no different—I felt an
overwhelming sense of belonging.
The stories of Matt and his family
shared were heartfelt, funny and
uniquely Eastern North Carolina.”

Sylvia Freeman (GREEN); Courtesy contributors.

CONTRIBUTORS

YOUR FEEDBACK
We love seeing our community enjoying WALTER!
Tag us in a photo with your issue of the magazine
with #wearewalter and you just might ﬁnd
yourself on our pages!

“We feel safe,
secure, and
supported at
The Cypress.”
Dana and Jim Robinson,
Cypress Members

Thank you for the note, Betsy!
“I made my husband take the In the
Know quiz while cooking dinner. It was
hilarious and we learned some things!”
—Stacy T. via Instagram

The Cypress of Raleigh,

Homeowner Meredith Rose
“Daaayum!!! Sepi, as always, looks like a
star—and they even made me look half
decent (thank God for Photoshop). Very
nice cover. Recipe for a masterpiece:
Take Sepi’s vision and style, Frank’s
artistry, and Kay’s eye for color and great
taste, and bake at 350 for 2 years! Voilà!”
—Jim Lumsden

@waltermagazine
www.waltermagazine.com
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Call us today at 919.518.8918 to schedule an appointment,
or visit thecypressofraleigh.com to learn more.

Happening

all month
WALTER’s roundup of events and activities in our community. For more
ideas of things to do in November, visit waltermagazine.com.

The Raleigh Market (known to many as
simply the ﬂea market) is open for business to ﬁnd anything from North Carolina, including quilts, farm implements,
handmade furniture, kitchen gadgets,
antiques and more. “We've got it all,” says
market spokesperson Kimberly Benou,
noting that the market is known nationwide for its antique oﬀerings. “Antique
markets are getting harder to come by
and we have a really strong section,” she
says. Since the market reopened, Benou
has noticed an uptick in niche homemade
product makers oﬀering candles, soaps
and other craft items—the sorts of items
that can refresh a home or be thoughtful
gifts for the holiday season. “We’re just
happy to be open because these vendors
were out of work for so long,” Benou
says.
Saturdays & Sundays from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.;
free; 1025 Blue Ridge Road; theraleighmarket.com

all month
OAK VIEW PECAN
PICKIN’ DAYS

Did you know North Carolina is among
the top ten producers of pecans? Each
year, Historic Oak View Park generously
lets folks come out to gather pecans—
great for pies, stuﬃngs and salad toppers—from their ten-acre grove. The park
houses three diﬀerent varieties of pecan
trees: Stuart, Cape Fear and Sumner. Bring
the kids and pick up a small paper bag
outside the Farm History Center (one per
family) then head to the grove to hunt for
the prized Southern tree nuts up for grabs
on the ground.
Hank Smith of Hank,
Patty & The Current
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Mondays – Saturdays from 8:30 a.m. – 5 p.m.
and Sundays from 1 – 5 p.m; free; 4028 Carya
Drive; wakegov.com/parks/oakview

Geoﬀ Wood (MARKET)

RALEIGH MARKET

Happening Now

all month

We can’t think of a better way to unwind
this November than cozied up with the
family in front of the big screen. Raleighbased nonproﬁt Food Truck Flix is facilitating food trucks and outdoor movie
events at various parking lots around
Raleigh and RTP showing movies each
Friday and Saturday night at sundown
(past oﬀerings include The Rocky Horror
Picture Show and Spies in Disguise). Guests
pay for a parking pass for admission and
order their food from Street Food Finder
prior to the showing. Proceeds beneﬁt
local charities such as Meals on Wheels of
Wake County.
Gates open at 5:30 p.m, movies start at 7:30
p.m.; from $25; see website for locations;
foodtruckﬂix.com

7

MIDTOWN
FARMERS’ MARKET
Head to North Hills for the ﬁnal Midtown
Farmers’ Market of the season. Stock
up on items like baked goods from
Mooresville-based Fount Coffee + Kitchen,
hearty produce from Cedar Grove’s Nourishing Acres and high-quality meats from
Louisburg-based Walk Ahead Farms for all
those stews and roasts you plan on making this fall and winter.
8 a.m - 5 p.m; free; 4160 Main at North Hills
Street; midtownfarmers.com

Courtesy Food Truck Flix (MOVIE)

FOOD TRUCK FLIX

Courtesy N.C Symphony

NOVEMBER

13-15

20&21

We could all use a good laugh these days,
and Good Nights Comedy Club is here
to answer our call for humor. For three
consecutive nights in November, Good
Nights is hosting actor, comedian and
writer Michael Colyar for a solo show.
As they say now at Good Nights, “Eat,
Drink and Be Entertained, Safely.” Expect
to have your temperature checked, and
note that in order to keep a safe space
between guests, tickets are being sold by
table (two-tops or four-tops) rather than
individually.

The 25th American Indian Heritage Celebration is virtual this year with unique
interactive experiences, from dancing to
basket-making demos. “Artists, performers, scholars, historians and other representatives from North Carolina’s eight
state-recognized tribes and four Urban
Indian Organizations will share their
skills, knowledge and cultural heritage,”
says Marcie Gordon, the North Carolina
Museum of History community engagement director. Register for a virtual seat
(attendance to some events is limited) to
view the performances, panel discussions
and demonstrations.

MICHAEL COLYAR
AT GOOD NIGHTS
COMEDY CLUB

7&13

JAMES EHNES
PLAYS BEETHOVEN
Ludwig van Beethoven was born 250 years
ago, so the North Carolina Symphony is
joining in on a worldwide celebration of
one of history’s greatest music makers.
Renowned violinist James Ehnes will play
along with six N.C. Symphony musicians
to launch the symphony’s LVB250 festival
in these streaming performances.
See website for times, $20; virtual; ncsymphony.org/events

See website for times; from $44 for two tickets; 861 W Morgan Street; goodnightscomedy.com

AMERICAN INDIAN
HERITAGE
CELEBRATION

See website for times; free; virtual; ncmuseumofhistory.org/aihc-2020

LESS RED KETTLES + GREATER NEED = NO PRESENTS UNDER THE TREE
$500 online gift sponsors a family in need. Please visit wakearmy.org.

Sponsored by
#RESCUECHRISTMAS - WAKEARMY.ORG

O
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My grandma made Fideuá with
Shrimp, a Spanish dish that’s similar to
paella, but made with pasta. It’s easy to
prepare in advance—and a real showstopper for dinner or a party.”
—Katsuji Tanabe
chef-in-residence at Vidrio
and LM Restaurants

A delicious childhood staple of mine,
I make a simple vegan eggplant stew
that’s a beloved recipe throughout my
home country, Trinidad & Tobago.
This savory dish has a mild tingle
of garlic, and I enjoy sharing it because
it’s approachable but not predictable,
and the no-frills ingredient list makes
it easy to replicate.”
—Brigid Washington
cookbook
author, educator and food writer
26 | WALTER
24 | WALTER

My heritage is Korean, so at
family gatherings, we almost always
include barbecue of some sort, so a Korean BBQ Marinade is a must. My version has a classic sweet-and-salty flavor
profile that’s very versatile and works
well with any meat or fatty fish like
mero sea bass or salmon. I enjoy it
on all meats, but especially for short
ribs and rack of lamb.”
—Michael Lee
chef/owner of M Sushi
and M Restaurants

MAKE IT AT HOME!
Find the recipes for their
favorite traditional foods on
waltermagazine.com

In France, we always had a seasonal
fruit tart. In the fall, it was an Apple
Tart. The smell of crust baking and apples caramelizing reminds me of home.
For me, this isn’t just dessert—it makes
for a fantastic snack with coffee, too.”
—Lionel Vatinet
owner of La Farm Bakery

I come from a rural town on the south
coast of South Africa, where any cooler
weather called for a sticky Malva Pudding. It’s made with apricot jam and has
a distinct, spongy texture that’s sinfully
delicious. You pour a cream sauce over
the “cake” while it’s hot so it absorbs
into it. Lekker (yummy)!”
—Keta Jade Halaszi
co-owner of Benelux Coﬀee

Courtesy contributors (PORTRAITS); Anne Routh (APPLE TART); Getty Images (RIBS)

’Tis the season for comfort food and family gatherings.
We asked culinary pros about their favorite food traditions.
—Melissa Howsam

USUAL

Courtesy Allen McNeill (MCNEILL); courtesy Brian Turner (TURNER).

POLITICS
ASIDE
A surprising tradition
among N.C. legislators
ﬁnds them on
common ground
by BILLY WARDEN
photography by JOSHUA STEADMAN

I

f politics seem more than ever like a
savage and sinister jungle, a hilltop
patch carved out of a swaying forest
in east Raleigh may just offer reason
for hope.
For years, the campsite at the North
Carolina State Fairgrounds, just south of
Carter-Finley Stadium, has quietly hosted
a small group of legislators. They come
from cities and hamlets far outside of
Raleigh, called to the capital to conduct
the ‘people’s business’ when the General
Assembly is in session—sometimes for a
few weeks, sometimes for months.
They come in SUVs pulling travel trailers and in self-contained touring coaches. They are Republicans and Democrats;
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conservatives, moderates and progressives.
But while they’re here what matters most is
that they are campers, reveling in the things
that light up campers everywhere.
As voracious outdoorsman and Republican
president Theodore Roosevelt put it, “There
is a delight in the hardy life of the open.”
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, his Democratic
cousin and fellow POTUS, echoed, “Forests
are the lungs of our land, purifying the air
and giving fresh strength to our people.”
Given these endorsements, where better to
escape the machinations of politics than in
the arms of Mother Nature?
“You see so many people at the legislative building. You
handle 10,000 things per day. It’s one thing after another. The

“When you camp
next to somebody,
before you leave
you know the
names of their kids
and grandkids.”
—Sen. Jim Davis

campsite gets you back to the real world—even though, technically, it’s still close to inside the beltline,” says Senator Brent
Jackson, a Republican, who captains a sleek Aspire Entegra
from his home in Clinton to the fairgrounds.
On site, Jackson strolls the rambling grounds. He talks to
the security guards. He particularly enjoys chatting up the
wide variety of collectors, capitalists and occasional cranks
setting up their wares at the sprawling ﬂea market.
In the evening, he eases into a lawn chair and soaks up the
sights and sounds, which, depending on the season, might
include a game or concert at Carter-Finley Stadium, a monster
truck rally or an N.C. Campers on Crusade worship service at
the Heritage Circle church near the Village of Yesteryear.
It all makes for an experience markedly different from that
of out-of-town legislators who opt to cozy up with all the creature comforts in hotels and apartments. It’s also more ﬁscally
conservative: legislators get a daily stipend of $104 while the
General Assembly is in session. At the campground, a ranger
housed in a tiny cabin collects a mere $30 a night.
You get water, sewer and power hookups, plus access to the
commodes and showers at the nearby James B. Hunt Horse
Complex, where, by the way, the mounts get their hose-downs
just across from the human facilities.
But the big draw, horse hosings aside, is the vibe.
“When you camp, people are a lot more friendly than at a

Getting
Creative with
Classics
At Ravenscroft, learning comes alive as
students explore literature, history, ﬁne arts
and world languages in a rigorous classroom
environment that encourages critical thinking,
communication and collaboration — 21st-century skills
that will prepare them to lead and learn no matter
where their passions take them.

919.847.0900 • www.ravenscroft.org
7409 Falls of Neuse Road • Raleigh, NC 27615

Above: Representative Allen McNeill in front of his camper.
Below: Representative Brian Turner with his daughter Eleanor.

motel, where in the elevator nobody speaks to anyone,” says
Senator Jim Davis, who motors in 315 miles from Franklin, a
town tucked deep in the Appalachian mountains. “Camping
is more relaxed. When you camp next to somebody, before
you leave you know the names of all their kids and grandkids.”
Davis, who’s retiring from politics, won’t be back for
2021’s legislative session. But camping endures because, as in
politics, when a seasoned statesman exits, a Young Turk steps
in. Representative Brian Turner, a Democrat from Asheville,
previously rented crash pads on his own and with fellow
legislators.
“It was like being back in college,” he recalls. “You’re
asking, Who left the dirty dishes in the sink? Who’s using my
milk in their coffee?”
During the spring/summer session of 2019, Turner, acting
on a tip from Jackson, tried the fairgrounds. “Camping was
appealing because it’s the best of both worlds,” he says. “You
have your own space and you’re part of a larger community.”
On his maiden visit, Turner met a couple three trailers
down the dirt road from him. They got to talking, and it
turned out Turner had gone duck hunting in Currituck
county with the couple’s son. “Those connections,” he
reﬂects, “make North Carolina feel like a much smaller state
than it might seem.”
At the end of last summer’s stay, while on the ﬁnal leg of
a ﬁve-mile morning jog that loops him around PNC Arena,
Turner glimpsed Representative Allen McNeill, a Republican from Asheboro, leaving the campsite for the General
Assembly. Turner looks forward to seeing more of McNeill,
Jackson and others at the fairgrounds for after-hours socializing once the 2021 session commences—though their talking points will likely be devoid of one item.
“Politics won’t be a focus,” he notes. “We might touch on
policy. But when we get to that point in the day, we’re ready
to talk about something else.”
Aren’t we all?

Art, history and science up close again. Many museums, historic
sites and activities in Raleigh are now open for you and your family to
iÞ>}>°čÃÞÕw`ÞÕÀÜ>ÞL>VÌ«>ViÃÞÕÛi]ÀiÃÌ>ÃÃÕÀi`
Ì >ÌV>LÕÃiÃÃiÃ>`>ÌÌÀ>VÌÃ>ÀivÜ}Count On Me NC
}Õ`iiÃ>`Ì>}Ì iiViÃÃ>ÀÞÃÌi«ÃÌii«ÞÕÃ>vi°

visitRaleigh.com/wishfamily

LOCALS

This page: Remy Fullwood.
Opposite: Fullwood with
Larry Thomasson.

in their CORNER
Remy Fullwood uses boxing techniques—
and his own experience—to help clients ﬁght Parkinson’s
by FINN COHEN photography by JUSTIN KASE CONDER

O

n a Sunday night three
years ago, Sylvia and Larry
Thomasson were watching
the news in their Zebulon home when a report
came on about an organization that uses
boxing to treat people with Parkinson’s
disease. Larry Thomasson, who had just
been diagnosed with the disease, immediately perked up: “That’s what I want to
be in,” he told his wife.
For about four years, the Thomassons
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had been shuffling between doctors who
could not explain his symptoms—his
right hand and arm had started shaking
uncontrollably, and he had trouble speaking and swallowing—and they’d ﬁnally
gotten a diagnosis. According to the
report, boxing has well-documented beneﬁts for people diagnosed with Parkinson’s; the full-body sport relies on handeye coordination and balance, and drills
that emphasize repeated movements
that can help offset physical and cogni-

tive degeneration. The next day, Sylvia
Thomasson started calling Triangle-area
gyms to ﬁnd availability. The ﬁrst few
gyms she called weren’t able to give her
speciﬁcs about their programs, but when
she called a no-frills, sweat-stained gym
tucked into a corner strip off Glenwood
South, she reached Remy Fullwood.
Fullwood, the owner of Jawbreaker
Boxing, is a former professional boxer
who’s trained under a U.S. Olympic boxing coach. He cuts an imposing ﬁgure

at six-foot-two, barreling into the gym
parking lot on a black Harley-Davidson
most mornings. He also has multiple
sclerosis, so he understands what it’s like
to have your body betray you. He told
Sylvia Thomasson to bring her husband
in at the end of the week.
“The ﬁrst day, I basically had to pick
Larry up out of his truck and put him in
his wheelchair,” says Fullwood of their
ﬁrst meeting. But that was the beginning
of months of vigorous training, “Every
day I would just push Larry down [to the
end of] the parking lot and just make
him walk his feet [all the way back].” “He
arrived in a wheelchair,” conﬁrms Cathy
Deats, an Episcopal priest who trains
with Fullwood and proposed that he
work with clients with Parkinson’s (she
does assessments for potential clients
for another program in the Triangle).
“But about six months later, I drove into
my session and saw Larry pushing the
wheelchair with Remy sitting in it.”
Many Parkinson’s training pro-

grams involve
group classes,
but Fullwood’s
program is built
on a one-on-one
rapport with his
clients; Jawbreaker
currently has ﬁve
Parkinson’s clients,
he says, spread
around several
different trainers.
For him, it’s a way
to give back—and
show people that
having a disease
isn’t a reason to give up.
“They actually got him doing sit-ups
on the ﬂoor,” Sylvia Thomasson laughs,
noting that her husband’s progress has
been well-documented on Jawbreaker’s
social media pages. “Remy even got us
ringside seats to a boxing match, which
we’d never been to. And people lined
up to see Larry like he was a celebrity

because they had seen him on Facebook.”
Fullwood grew up in Wilmington
and played nearly every sport: boxing,
swimming, soccer, tennis, hockey,
basketball, volleyball and golf. “I was a
hell of an athlete,” he says, chuckling,
“but I was a hell of a problem.”
After a year of high school, he got
in enough trouble that he was sent

to Hargrave Military Academy in
Virginia, an experience that gave his
natural abilities a side of self-discipline.
He discovered a talent for football
at Hargrave, then enrolled at North
Carolina Central University, intending
to play there as a walk-on. But one cold
morning before the season started, as
he dove into the campus pool for his
morning swim, his body rebelled.
“I was telling my legs to move but
they weren’t getting the message,” he
says. Fullwood had been experiencing
symptoms like this for almost a decade:
If he didn’t warm up before playing
basketball, “this whole intense feeling
would come over my body that would
take me to my knees,” he says. “But like
20 seconds later I’d pop up like nothing
ever happened.”
His natural athleticism had masked
what was underneath: the gradual
weakening of his nervous system from
the progression of multiple sclerosis.
After seeing a doctor and ﬁnally
receiving a diagnosis, his college athletic
career was over before it even began.
“It’s a tear-down,” he says, lamenting
that lost potential. “They tell you, your
muscles are going to deteriorate, your
reﬂexes aren’t going to be the same.”
Fullwood was determined to ﬁght the
disease however he could, so he turned
to what he knew best: working out and
following a strict diet. After college, he
started a career as a personal trainer.
He was also teaching some kickboxing
classes at Fit 24, a gym located on Capital
Boulevard, when he came across a group
of professional boxers that changed the
direction of his life.
“He was watching us, and we were
lucky, we had an Olympic boxing coach
training in our facility,” says Paul Marinaccio, a former heavyweight boxer who
was training there. “Remy took to us.
We took to him, too. It was pretty easy,
you know—he’s a good dude.”
As Fullwood spent more time training
with the group, under the tutelage of
Anthony Bradley, the U.S. Olympic
boxing coach, it became apparent
that his raw talent was being wasted
simply sparring in the gym. In 2013,

Marinaccio, who was also running a
boxing promotion company, encouraged
Fullwood to take a professional ﬁght.
Fullwood was reluctant. “I just don’t
take punches the same way anymore,”
says Fullwood. “I wasn’t scared, I just
really didn’t want anything hurting my
health.” But in the end, Fullwood took
the ﬁght and ended up with a knockout
victory, “to show people that with MS,
you can do anything you want to.”
Afterward, he didn’t want to take any
further risks, so he stuck to training, and
in 2014 he opened Jawbreaker in its current location (Marinaccio had a gym by
the same name in Cary, but had closed
it to focus on his professional boxing
career; he gave Fullwood his blessing to
carry the name on).
In normal times, Jawbreaker hums
from 6 a.m. to evening, with highintensity group classes and amateur
and professional boxers sparring in
the weathered ring. (Capone, one of
Fullwood’s two pit bull mastiffs, often
serves as a silent referee.) Fullwood’s
experience as a trainer has also attracted
a stable of professional athletes who’ve
come for his conditioning lessons: former
N.C. State basketball star (and current
NBA standout) T.J. Warren; David West,
another NBA journeyman; two-time
Super Bowl champion Ike Taylor; and
undefeated boxer Michael Williams, Jr.,
whom he coaches alongside living legend
Roy Jones, Jr.
“It’s amazing when your childhood
hero calls you on your birthday,” says
Fullwood. “I used to have Roy Jones
posters and knockout reels, and now he’s
[on the phone] like, Remy!”
The coronavirus pandemic shuttered
the gym for several months, but in July
Fullwood started holding class in the
parking lot, with socially distanced bags
to hit. He’s not been able to work with
Larry Thomasson for much of this year,
but recently the entire Jawbreaker staff
went out to visit him and his wife.
“We consider Remy part of our family,” says Sylvia Thomasson. “He has a
heart of gold. I think that anybody could
walk up there, and I believe he would
help them.”

CULTURE

UNCHARTED
TERRITORY
25 years in, Lump oﬀers thought-provoking contemporary art
by COLONY LITTLE

B

etween an abandoned building and a Baptist church
on Blount Street, a matte-gray building stands out
from its downtown neighbors with four ﬁre engine
red letters that read LUMP. For the inquisitive, the
windowless cinder block structure draws visitors like
a magnet—while a more cautious person might ﬁnd the steely
warehouse about as inviting as a single red balloon peeking out
from a sewer grate.
These dichotomous conceptual metaphors lie at the heart of
this independent, contemporary art space. The non-commercial
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gallery offers bold, cutting edge experiences that challenge,
confound and engage its viewers.
“There’s something unique about the smell of an art gallery
when you ﬁrst enter,” says Lump director George Jenne, “It’s the
alchemical odor of freshly handled material. It’s discomﬁting
and familiar, at once.”
But what happens to an art space that cannot directly engage
its audience? Lump addressed the disruption of the pandemic
by introducing two unique forms of digital programming that
embraced and adapted to the physical limitations of viewing

courtesy Lump
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art in person, while remaining true to their commitment to
presenting unconventional work that challenges artists and
viewers in unexpected ways.
Lump opened in 1995, quickly developing a reputation as a
creative hub for avant-garde artists, both within and outside
the Triangle. For Raleigh Denim Workshop co-founder Victor
Lytvinenko, the gallery is a transformative space: “The work
and exhibitions I've seen at Lump gallery feel like they take
a can opener to my brain, open it up, and remind me not to
get stuck in my own ideas about what things could or should
be.” Lump’s artistic programming merges conceptual and
performance-based works, offering group shows and crossmedium collaborations that are at the essence of the gallery’s
eclectic programming.
“There’s a community rooted there,” says artist Lindsay
Metivier, “but the vision for what they present doesn’t seem
to be limited to solely who they are or what they’re compelled
by.” Metivier, who recently installed a photography show called
Home Range, reinforces what the space means to artists here in
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Raleigh: “While it’s not explicitly a radical space, there seems to
be a genuine interest in what artists have to say regarding what
it means to live here, in North Carolina, during a time of rapid,
urgent change.”
The gallery turns 25 this year, and is uniquely positioned to

The gallery turns 25 this year, and is uniquely positioned to speak truth
to chaos through its makeshift news studio dubbed Fäque Knews.
speak truth to chaos through its makeshift news studio dubbed
Fäque Knews. Artists are invited to use the space as they see ﬁt;
performances, manifestos, magic tricks and sonic soundscapes
are captured on video and linked to Lump’s site via Vimeo.
While Fäque Knews attempts to poke fun at the absurdity
of the modern day news cycle, it also offers artists a cathartic
release from the maniacal hold that the media has had on our
collective psyche. Some Fäque Knews videos ﬂirt with whimsy,
like a time-lapsed video of a farm that features a spontaneous
cavalcade of animal visitors who pass the camera’s lens, while
other videos walk the dangerous line between the spoken word
and crisis, as seen in Ginger Wagg’s disturbing, yet captivating piece called It’s Not Unusual. In it, the artist unpacks items
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that I don’t think anyone has come close to solving, so we’re
taking it slow.” Metiver and Hicks’ shows have been extended
to November 8, while a new group show titled Opulence Decadence curated by artist William Paul Thomas is planned to open
with an outdoor reception on November 20.
The uncertainty of our present times behind that tricky
calculus has both fueled and hindered the art created during
the pandemic, yet Lump’s ability to adapt their programming
to the evolving times created a unique opportunity for artists
to use video and other media to draw new viewers to their
work. This nimbleness and adaptability makes Lump uniquely
positioned to continue to bring art to those who are willing to
create and venture into uncharted territory.

courtesy Lump

An image from Lindsay Metiver's Home Range exhibition.

from a large trash bag and delicately places a series of ping pong
balls on a table, then her tone shifts toward urgency, her words
stiﬂed by the ping pong balls, through a breathtaking, anxietyinducing performance.
Alternatively, for those who have come to the unimaginable
end of their Netﬂix queue, team Lump presents unique content to cure streaming fatigue and expand one’s world beyond
quarantined walls through their online Hit List series. Hit List
is divided into three categories, Flick, Paperback and Sound,
which offer visitors a diverse selection of curated ﬁlms, books
and albums that have become important creative guideposts
for Lump’s artistic contributors. As Jenne describes, “I saw the
stasis that we’ve been forced to endure for the past few months
as an opportunity to absorb inspiring works in huge greedy
gulps. Hit List is a guide for that. It’s also a way for contributors
to share in the art that gets them excited.”
The weekly selections are presented alongside the team’s
memories and musings over their picks. Consider a nostalgic walk down memory lane by musician Devon Tuttle, who
reminisces over their summer job at a go-kart track: “The wages
were low, the days were slow, and I was way into it—a mostly
pleasant haze of gasoline fumes and ennui.” The soundtrack of
this summer experience was a rare album called Chaos by the
band Wicked Witch. Reading Tuttle’s story while playing a
synth-infused, jazz funk track called Vera’s Back took me back
to some of my own, not-so-epic adolescent memories.
The gallery recently reopened its doors with shows by N.C.
photographers Lindsay Metivier and Warren Hicks that will
feature work on view in the gallery and online speciﬁcally
formatted for a digital viewing experience. Safety measures
in accordance with the state COVID-19 guidance have been
implemented including requiring masks and providing hand
sanitizer for visitors. Jenne is cautiously optimistic. “We will
severely limit the number of people allowed inside the space to
view the work. Hosting gatherings is suddenly a tricky calculus

SHOP

From left to right:
Designed For Joy
co-founders Kristen
Sydow and Cary Heise

Howard Margulies, Eric
Margulies and Alisha Dreese.

the SUPPLY SIDE
United Restaurant Equipment Company serves professionals
and home cooks alike to support the Triangle’s culinary scene
by NOOR AZEEM photography by JOSHUA STEADMAN

F

rom kitschy food trucks to rooftop bars to cozy restaurants, chances are United Restaurant Equipment
Company had a hand in bringing those visions to life.
United Restaurant Equipment Company (URECO)
is a family-run business, three generations in, that’s
entrenched in the local Raleigh community in a way few other
businesses are. And when you step through the front doors of
the no-frills, 15,000 square foot showroom on South Saunders—
marked by a jaunty retro statue of a waiter at the front door—

you can’t help but feel that connection, too.
In 1952, Jesse Margulies, home from serving in World War II,
bought Steinberg’s furniture store on Wilmington Street and
transformed it into URECO. By 1957, they had already outgrown the space and moved to the current location. Originally
a horse barn, Margulies bought it and promptly ripped out the
stalls, making way for the inventory to come, and the family has
expanded it twice since. “You immediately know you’re in an
old building. You get this feeling of nostalgia when you walk in,
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even if you’ve never been here,” says Alisha Dreese, Margulies’s
granddaughter. Dreese wears a lot of hats: she’s been active
in the business for 10 years and her role has morphed from
counter sales to HR to general management, while also handling social media updates, day-to-day operations and details
like beautiﬁcation (most recently, she commissioned local artist
Denise Hughes to paint a mural on the building’s exterior). Her

uncle, Howard Margulies, has also been involved in the family
business since 1970, and his son Eric Margulies currently serves
as President.
The core clientele of United Restaurant Equipment Company
is restaurants, but they handle everything from mom-and-pop
restaurants, chains, the local prison system and the school system. According to Dreese, there are two sides to the company.

The ﬁrst is their commercial side, to design/build and supply
restaurants. “It’s where somebody comes in and says, I have a
dream. I’ve always wanted to own a sandwich shop. Can you help me
make it happen?” says Dreese. One of the people whose dreams
they helped realize was Maggie Kane, founder of A Place at the
Table, who says the team would “drop everything” when they
needed help. “We love them so much. They have been so incredibly generous and kind to use,” says Kane. “Alisha is one of my
favorite people, she sat on our board for years and even volunteered in the cafe many weekends.”
The second is the retail side. The showroom, which is open to
the public and home to a vast array of kitchen gadgets and gear,
has historically been packed, but lately, it’s fallen prey to the
pandemic—with bars closed, no one is buying glassware. “Our
showroom has taken a signiﬁcant hit,” says Dreese. On good
days, the showroom attracts an amalgam of families looking for
particular products, restaurant owners restocking or shopping
around and students about to enter culinary school, loading up
on baking and cooking supplies.
The latter group is one of Dreese’s favorites. “You watch
people grow and feel like you played a part. It’s something so
special. We have this emotional attachment—every time we see
someone get an award or go out and do something really good
to make a difference in the community, it gives us pride, the
same feeling I get with my kids. These people, our customers,
are the ones who created the culture in this city.”
To Dreese, the showroom is a space unlike any other: “We’re
unique. We have some really cool things that you can use in
your kitchen and home. And you can be walking in and Jason
Smith or Scott Crawford will be standing there. Everybody’s
talking and laughing.” It’s not just a place to shop, she says, it’s
a spot for Raleigh’s culinary minds to come together. “So many
times, I’ve watched people having deep conversations, working
on issues that have come across in our industry,” says Dreese.
“They’re mapping things out together and coming together.”
Its community impact goes beyond their inventory list and
showroom. Dreese serves on the Wake County Food Service
Advisory Board, and speaks at a food truck class at Wake Tech
Community College. The class was started by Rebecca Robbins,
who approves food trucks for Wake County. After witnessing people buy trucks without knowing how to make sure the
equipment inside was up to code, or buying excess equipment,
they came together to provide an education program that’d
help people get into the business without losing money.
Normally, the showroom is packed prior to Thanksgiving—
every November, without fail, they have to double their usual
supply of hurricane burners, giant stock pots, thermometers
and basters because “we have become known as the place to
come to get the stuff to fry a turkey.” And while Thanksgiving
will be smaller than usual this year, they’ll still have anything a
home cook needs, from ladles to pitchers to cutting boards and
more, she says, at a budget-friendly price point.
“I would call us a gritty Williams-Sonoma,” Dreese says. “No
pomp and circumstance, just what you need.”

DRINK

fresh PRESSED
Millstone Creek Orchards puts a cool spin on apple cider
by DEBBIE MOOSE photography by BERT VANDERVEEN

M

aking good apple cider
isn’t just a matter of
tossing a bunch of fruit
together in a press. Like
blending a ﬁne wine,
the process starts with knowing your
apples—which ones are sweet, which are
tart, which have body—and combining
them in the right balance. The folks at
Millstone Creek Orchards have mastered
this art, and their apple cider draws folks
from all over the state.
“The type of apples we use will change,
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but the recipe is the same. Three kinds
of apples: the sweetest available, the
sourest available and a hearty apple with
a thicker skin to give balance to the
texture and ﬂavor,” says Beverly Mooney.
She owns the orchards, which are in
Ramseur, N.C., just outside of Asheboro,
about an hour from downtown Raleigh.
Her favorite cider combo blends Golden
Delicious for sweetness, Granny Smith
for tartness and the medium-sweet Fuji
for body.
In the fall at Mooney’s 84-acre farm,

100 bushels of apples might go into the
hydraulic press each day, becoming about
250 gallons of cider in roughly three
hours. It sounds like a lot of cider, but it
goes fast—to cider fans and inside the
farm’s popular apple cider slushies.
Mooney’s late father, Byrd Isom, started
the orchard in 2001 and opened it to the
public in 2004. He’d go cider-tasting in
the mountains, gleaning knowledge to
develop his version, including the idea
to use a slushie machine to turn cider
into a frozen treat. When most people
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Scenes from around Millstone Creek Orchards, including the slushie machines and their apple cider pastries.
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think of slushie machines, they picture
neon-colored liquid on rotation at a
convenience store. And yes, it’s the
same mechanism, but that’s where the
similarity ends.
“We don’t add any sugar to the cider,
and no ice to the slushies. We just freeze
the cider on its own,” says Mooney.
“When parents ﬁnd out there’s nothing
else in there, they love it as a healthy
snack for their kids.”
In peak season, late August through
October, Mooney keeps four machines
going at her farm store, making 24
gallons at a time. She sets some aside to
freeze too, so visitors can enjoy the cider
pretty much any time of year.
During a typical year, the farm will
sell about 3,000 gallons of cider, in
either liquid or frozen form. Slushies are
always on the menu. Millstone Creek’s
cider is unpasteurized, which means it
must be kept refrigerated or frozen. That
also gives it a unique ﬂavor.
“What I like about the apple cider
from Beverly is that it is fresh, fresh,
fresh and really tastes like you just bit
into an apple. When heated, it becomes
even more delicious,” says Terrie Moffitt
of Durham, who buys more than 20 gallons for an annual party and to freeze for
gifts.
Besides apples, the farm grows peaches, blueberries, blackberries and gourds,
and offers family activities like ﬁshing in
the pond or picking fruit. Its farm stand
offers produce and baked goods alongside their slushies, and live music shows
invite visitors to spread out a blanket
and stay awhile.
Like sommeliers describing a cabernet,
clerks at the farm stand can tell visitors
which apples are in the cider or slushie
they’re getting during a particular week.
The most discerning of customers call to
ﬁnd out when the farm is pressing cider
using their favorite apple, so that they
can stock up.
“We have some really passionate cider
guests who swear they can tell the difference,” says Mooney. “They recognize a
certain apple from their childhood and it
takes them back.”
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NOTED

The COVID-Free Feast
Katherine Snow Smith, author of Rules for the
Southern Rulebreaker: Missteps and Lessons Learned,
shares her tips for hosting Thanksgiving in a pandemic.
illustrations by JILLIAN OHL

A

friend of mine recently
told me she was expecting 20 people to come
over for Thanksgiving.
“Thanksgiving?” I replied,
“Are we really doing that this year?”
Turns out, yes: most folks are gathering.
Entertaining during a pandemic seems to
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have gone from oxymoron, to something
only morons would do, to an acceptable
social experiment—if proper precautions
are taken.
Naturally, lessons have been learned
along the way.
Early in the pandemic, I hosted an
Easter brunch in my backyard. Two of my

three children were there, along with my
former husband and my former motherin-law. Erring on the side of social distancing (and my sanity), I told my ex-husband
that I thought he, the kids and I should
spread out at my round wrought iron
table, with his mom set up at a separate
card table—she’s in her 80s and has some

respiratory issues, after all. He agreed.
Placing said card table in the garage
while we were on the deck proved a much
harder sell.
As a compromise, his mom landed on
the lawn, about eight feet from the rest of
us. I spruced up her satellite location with
a vase of fresh ﬂowers, a personal pitcher of water and individual condiments.
Conversation still ﬂowed easily between
tables, with considerably less micromanaging from the oldest guest. Success!
Holiday meals are ripe for stress and
mortal combat even when the only landmines are politics, food preferences and
generation gaps—so in light of the pandemic, consider these etiquette guidelines
to help make your holiday run as smoothly
as possible.
1. IDENTIFY GUESTS’ GREETING STYLES
Not everyone observes the same social distancing protocols, so it is up to you to prevent the calamity that could arise when
Cousin Bob, an elbow tapper, receives a
turned-head hug from Aunt Edna. To
avoid any hurt feelings (or the need for a
full-on sanitizer shower), determine your
guests’ greeting preference upon arrival.
Then offer corresponding color-coded
name tags, wristbands or family crest-emblazoned sweatshirts to broadcast it to the
group. I suggest the following options:
• Green: I’m coming in for a big hug.
• Yellow: Elbows mean love.
• Orange: Air hugs, please.
• Red: Don’t come anywhere near me.
• Purple: I’ll just sit in the car and honk
when I’m hungry.
2. ADAPT TO THE SIX-FOOT-RULE
Conside these two tools to make it easy to
maintain a safe distance.
• Pool noodles are six feet long and come
in seasonally-appropriate orange, so make
them your go-to fall accessory. Hand one
to each guest as they enter your home as
a fun, festive visual aid for keeping a safe
distance from loved ones.
• A whiteboard will help communicate
with any family members who can’t hear
conversations quite as well from at least
six feet away. (A bullhorn works nicely,

too, if, perhaps someone can’t read your
handwriting because your generation never
valued good penmanship.)
3. MODIFY YOUR TABLE SETTINGS
Sitting down together can work, with a
few changes:
• Adding leaves to the dining table—and
brushing up on your math skills—will be
a must this year. For example, a party of 10
will require a 30-foot long table with four
guests on each side and one at each end.
• Polish your napkin rings now! They’ll
work overtime this year, serving as mask
holders once the napkins are removed.
• Note that the hand sanitizer always goes
to the left of the dinner plate, above
the dessert fork. Consider yourself
warned: stores may be sold out of all
117 renditions of pumpkin-scented
hand sanitizer by the time Thanksgiving rolls around. No worries—
you can actually make your own
sanitizer with Everclear, aloe and
essential oils. (I kid you not, Google
it yourself.) Add a pinch of orange
Jell-O mix for color, then pour into
crystal ﬁnger bowls, placed a safe
distance from any lit candles.
• Beside each guest’s wine glass, place
a full bottle of wine. It takes the
stress out of reﬁlls—and it’s almost
the end of 2020, who are we kidding?
4. OUTFIT YOUR HOME AS A
PRODUCTION STUDIO
After months of screen-ﬁrst friendships,
many of your guests have grown accustomed to instantly sharing their every
thought, pouty look and dance move with
the world. To keep them connected…
• Install 150-watt bulbs throughout the
master bath, where (everyone knows) the
acoustics are best for your younger guests’
TikTok videos.
• Establish a space free of childhood photos, spiderwebs, seasonal tchotchkes and
anything else that would completely ruin
your college students’ low-angle Snapchat
stories.
• Clear the countertops and turn on the
oven light so Grandma can share her latest
recipe posts on Facebook.

5. AVOID CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS
With all that’s going on, Thanksgiving
2020 may be the hardest yet to navigate.
Steer clear of just a few subjects:
Religion • sex • gender • gender reveals •
ﬁre • ice • ICE • Russia • China • Ukraine
• Israel • Switzerland • money • the
economy • taxes • politics • social justice
• healthcare • vaccines • anti-vaccing • Bill Gates
• 5G • mesh • revealing clothes • clothing stores •
store closings • Jeff Bezos • TikTok • digital clocks
• cuckoo clocks • sundials • the sun • the moon • the tides • the
weather • the environment • protests • sports • events • mass gatherings • mass hysteria • CBD • the CDC • CVS • CBS • cable news • network TV
• screen time • virtual school • in-person school • books • letters • mail • the Post Office • buildings • walls •
the Wall • Humpty Dumpty • Was he pushed? • hair salons • barber shops • barber shop quartets • the Masked Singer • masks

• scuba • Are you for scuba? • diving

• water • LaCroix • Sercy • beer • wine • drugs • legalize? • ….

While it can be challenging to navigate
the New Normal, especially around the
holidays, just remember that no matter
how much the world changes, two things
remain the same: family members drive
each other crazy—and we love each other
tremendously anyway.
This Thanksgiving, may your beautifully-browned turkey be ﬁlled with carrots,
garlic, shallots and cornbread stuffing. Just
remember: in 2020, a bird is never fully
dressed without a mask.
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all in the

FAMILY
Matt Register combines two types of
Southern food, American and Italian,
in his annual Thanksgiving menu
by CATHERINE CURRIN photography by EAMON QUEENEY

I

n most families, the Thanksgiving meal is about tradition:
cooking from recipes passed
down for generations, maybe
adding a couple new twists.
Turns out, the same is true even
if you’re a chef.
For this year’s Thanksgiving spread,
WALTER trekked over to Kure Beach,
where Matt Register, owner of mouthwatering, down-home joint Southern
Smoke BBQ, typically hosts Thanksgiving. In his family, the meal isn’t just inspired by the whole hog, country cookin’
he’s known for—his wife Jessica comes
from a long line of Southern Italians in
upstate New York, so the Thanksgiving

meal infuses two kinds of Southern:
American and Italian.
“True rustic Italian food is so much
like true Southern food,” Register says.
“It’s all about what’s seasonal. We’d make
sweet potatoes because someone just
brought my grandmother a bucket of
sweet potatoes. We saved our corn from
July to have for Thanksgiving and other
holidays.” Similarly, some Italian staples
like caprese salad and eggplant parmesan
are favorites when tomatoes, basil and
eggplants grow in the summer.
The menu is always a smorgasbord of
Italian favorites and Southern classics,
and it’s all hands on deck, too—Register’s not the only one cooking. There’s a

dry-rubbed porchetta with a crispy skin
from Register’s father-in-law Jim Talerico (he learned the secrets in Tuscany)
plus his father Tim Register’s famous
fried chicken (you can get this one at the
restaurant in Garland). There’s a colorful
antipasto salad with mozzarella, olives
and artichokes, which Register’s mother-in-law, Charmayne Talerico—a.k.a.
Grandma Char—says is on the table at
almost every meal. “I always think they’ll
get sick of it, but they keep asking for it
so I keep making it,” says Talerico.
Register also puts his own twist on
traditional recipes. He makes Utica
collards—a Southern version of Utica
greens, an upstate N.Y. staple of spicy,
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Brown Butter
Creamed Corn

TK ford will open his
French bistro, Jolie,
in Spring of 2019

Serves 4
INGREDIENTS
½ cup salted butter
8 ears fresh corn
1 ¼ cups heavy cream
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons fresh basil, chopped
2 tablespoons sugar
½ tablespoon freshly ground black pepper
DIRECTIONS
In a 4-quart pot over medium heat, brown
the butter; set aside. (It’s a good idea to
refrigerate it to stop the cooking process,
if you can).
Cut the corn kernels from the cobs with a
small paring knife and collect them in a large
mixing bowl. Once the kernels have been
removed, use the back of the knife blade and
scrape along the cob to get the milky liquid
out of the cob and into the mixing bowl. Set
the bowl aside. You can discard all the cobs
at this point except one. Cut the reserved
cob in half to use like a soup bone.
Transfer the cob halves to a small pot and
add the heavy cream. Cook over medium
heat until the cream begins to slowly boil,
about 4 minutes. Immediately remove the
pot from the heat and set aside.
Place the pot with the brown butter back on
the stove, over medium heat. If the butter
solidiﬁed in the fridge, melt it again, then
add the garlic, cut corn, basil, sugar and
pepper and stir until well combined. Cook
for 1 minute.
Remove the corn cob halves from the heavy
cream and slowly add the cream to the corn
mixture. Stir until the mixture is uniform and
reduce the heat to medium-low. Cook for
30 minutes, stirring periodically to prevent
burning. The mixture will begin to thicken
and become creamy as it cooks.

stewed greens—but swaps in collards
for escarole and country ham for pancetta. He smokes turkey breasts instead
of cooking a whole bird—“a breast is
about $7 at the store, plus it’s easier. I
love cooking it this way!”—using the
same techniques that make his Garland
outpost such a destination. At their
core, most of his dishes are about making things easy, but also delicious. Take
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the hash: it’s a dish based on leftovers,
says Register. “You can roast the sweet
potatoes the day or two before and use
them in this dish. I love things that
come from something you’ve already
got.” He says much of his cookbook,
Southern Smoke, takes this approach.
As far as dessert goes, Grandma Char
is in charge—though there’s a longstanding debate in the Register household on which one of her pies is the
favorite. The kids love her pumpkin and
cream cheese pie, while Register swears
by her apple walnut specialty. “I don’t
even like apples, but I look forward to
this pie!”
More important than the food,
Register says, is tradition. His mother
Lynn Register says Sundays in Sampson
County are sacred in their family, espe-

cially around the holidays. “We always
celebrate the Sunday before Thanksgiving. Sunday lunch was our time with
my mother, and we keep that tradition
going,” she says. “If you weren’t going
to be there for Sunday lunch, you better
have had a good excuse.”
Register reminisces on his grandmother’s lace cornbread (thinly fried, resembling a delicious doily) and her meticulous process of using the entire sink
to dredge her signature fried chicken.
He credits much of his love for cooking
to time in the kitchen with his grandmother. “I believe the most important
room in your house is your kitchen. On
Thanksgiving, you put everything aside
and you’re there as a family, in and out
of the kitchen, cooking together.”

Pork Belly and
Sweet Potato Hash
Serves 6
INGREDIENTS
4 medium sweet potatoes
2 pounds pork belly
2 tablespoons packed brown sugar
1 tablespoon ground cinnamon
¼ teaspoon ground ginger
¼ teaspoon ground nutmeg
2 tablespoons fresh parsley, chopped
Pinch of sea salt
DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees.
Dice the sweet potatoes into ½-inch pieces.
Transfer the potatoes into a 3-quart casserole dish, cover with foil and roast for 30
minutes. Set potatoes aside and turn oﬀ
the oven. (This can be done up to two days
before.)
Cut the pork belly into 1-inch pieces. In a
10-inch nonstick skillet, over medium heat,
cook the pork belly for about 5 minutes or
until it starts to brown.
Add the brown sugar and sweet potatoes.
Continue cooking for 4 minutes more or
until potatoes become fork tender.
Add cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg, parsley and
sea salt. Stir to combine and cook for
2 minutes before serving.
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Utica Collards
Serves 4
INGREDIENTS
3 pounds collard greens, chopped
¼ pound country ham
½ cup red and green bell peppers, chopped
¼ cup red onion, diced
¼ cup sliced cherry peppers
2 tablespoons minced garlic
½ cup parmesan cheese, grated
½ cup bread crumbs
Salt and pepper
DIRECTIONS
Place country ham, peppers, onion and
garlic in a bowl and toss with olive oil. Sauté
mixture in a large pan until ham is crisp and
vegetables are softened.
Add chopped collards over the mixture and
allow to wilt. Mix until all of the collards are
broken down.
Add salt, pepper, cheese and breadcrumbs.

“True rustic Italian food is so much like true
Southern food. It’s all about what’s seasonal.”
—Matt Register
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Chestnut soup with
brown butter, topped
with herbs and crispy
parsnips.

Smoked Turkey
Serves 8-10
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

½ cup cooking oil

Prepare a smoker to run at 250 degrees.

Turkey breasts (4 to 8 pounds)

Pour the cooking oil over the turkey and use
your hands to rub the oil all over its surface
until it is completely coated.

1 tablespoon garlic powder
2 teaspoons seasoned salt
2 teaspoons paprika
1 teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 cup packed brown sugar

In a small bowl, mix together the garlic powder, seasoned salt, paprika, salt, pepper, basil
and brown sugar until well combined. Pour
the mixture over the oiled turkey
Smoke the turkey until it reaches 160 degrees, about one hour per pound. Remove
the turkey from the smoker and place it on
a baking sheet. Lightly tent with foil and let
rest for 30 minutes before slicing.

Max waits patiently for someone to drop
some food.
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Buttermilk Fried
Chicken
Serves 4
INGREDIENTS
1 whole chicken, cut into 8 pieces
1 ¼ teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon paprika
1 quart buttermilk
3 cups ﬂour
Peanut or vegetable oil, for frying
DIRECTIONS
In a large bowl, season the chicken pieces
with the salt, pepper, and paprika. Pour
the buttermilk over the chicken and make
sure each piece is submerged. Refrigerate
for a minimum of 30 minutes or up to 8
hours.
Remove the chicken from the refrigerator,
then take the pieces out of the buttermilk and let them drain on a wire rack or
butcher paper.
Place the ﬂour in a bowl. One by one, toss
each piece of chicken in the ﬂour, making
sure it is evenly coated. For extra-crispy
chicken, you can dip the coated chicken
back into the buttermilk and then dip it
back in ﬂour a second time.
In a Dutch oven, add oil until it is about 2
½ inches deep. Heat the oil over medium
heat to a temperature of 350 degrees (ﬂour
should sizzle when it is sprinkled in the
oil). Fry each piece of chicken for 12 to 15
minutes, or until it reaches 167 degrees,
ﬂipping halfway through to get it golden
brown on both sides. You can fry more
than one piece at the time, but don’t
crowd the Dutch oven so much at once
that the temperature drops far below 350
degrees.
When the chicken has ﬁnished cooking, remove it from the grease and set on a clean
wire rack to cool.

Clockwise from left: Tim Register, Lynn
Register, Taylor Grace Register, Charmayne
Talerico, Jim Talerico, Harrison Register,
Nash Register
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Grandma Char’s
Crunchy Apple Pie
Serves 6-8
INGREDIENTS
Pre-made pie crust
7 Granny Smith Apples
1 tablespoon sugar
1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 cup melted butter
½ cup brown sugar
½ cup white sugar
1 cup ﬂour
1 egg beaten
1 ½ cup chopped walnuts
Pinch of salt
DIRECTIONS
Preheat an oven to 350 degrees.
Mix apple slices with both sugars and cinnamon. Pour apple mixture into pie crust.
Blend melted butter, ﬂour, eggs, sugar,
chopped walnuts and salt. Pour the mixture
over the apples. Bake for 45 minutes.
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How a self-educated runaway became
an advocate for mental health

The Intrepid Life of

DOROTHEA
DIX
by JOEL HAAS
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D

orothea Lynde Dix was more
than a hospital or a park. In
fact, Dix Hospital was not
actually named for her, and
she may have been outraged—or at
least, ambivalent—at the grounds’ new
use as a park. An examination of her
biographies, along with dozens of
“memorials”—letters, speeches and
notes she penned herself—reveal a
woman with an unusual path and
sometimes contradictory views.
Born in Hampden, Maine in 1802 to
an abusive religious fanatic father and a
clinically depressed mother indifferent
to her daughter, “Dolly” ran away at age
12 to live with her wealthy grandmother in Worcester, Massachusetts.
The widow of a prominent Worcester
physician and land speculator, Dr. Elijah
Dix, this stern, pious taskmaster drilled
into her granddaughter that gray areas
did not exist.
Self-educated and a voracious reader,
Dolly Dix turned to teaching to earn
money to bring her two much younger
brothers to Worcester. At age 14, she
opened a grammar school for girls of
wealthy families. Five feet tall and
slender, she knew she barely looked a
teenager, let alone qualiﬁed to teach.
So she lengthened her skirts, wore long
sleeved blouses and rolled her abundant
hair into tight buns to look older.
It worked. Her school was a success.
Dix was deeply religious, and felt
bound to open a free evening school for
poor girls. Her perfectionism drove her
to rise early, then stay up late grading
papers and writing lesson plans. By age
19 she was using one school to support
the other, while running her aging
grandmother’s estate.
In 1831, she collapsed with exhaustion and coughed blood from tuberculosis. To recover, she took a less onerous
job, tutoring the children of a prominent Rhode Island Unitarian preacher,
Reverend William Channing. Channing’s family adored her and took her
twice with them in summertime to St.
Croix, then a Danish colony. While in
St. Croix, she expanded her passion for
studying nature. She sought out plants,

animals, birds—whatever would stand
still—to study and illustrate with
meticulous watercolors. She continued
to collect rocks, plants and any other
natural phenomena in her future travels.
In the Caribbean she saw slavery for
the ﬁrst time. Her strict sense of morality gave her a strange outlook: she wrote
that she “envied” the slaves’ “carefree
attitudes” toward life. (It seems that by
her own uptight New England upbringing, it seemed impossible to be both
pious and cheerful.) It would be immoral,
she declared, for her to teach slaves these
principles and thereby make them
unhappy. The sinners were the owners,
she said, who shirked their Christian
duty to teach slaves morality.
As her health recovered, Dix returned
to teaching and took up writing. She
produced the ﬁrst handbook of American ﬂowers in 1827, as well as several
children’s books. Her book Conversations
on Common Things went into 60 printings
in her lifetime.
Her health collapsed again in 1836.
Physicians recommended she go to
Europe. When she arrived in Liverpool,
England, friends of Channing, the
Rathbones, took her in as part of their
family. It was the happiest 18 months of
her life, she wrote. She roamed the area
recording everything from geology to
insects, and even wrote of using the Earl
of Rosse’s telescope—then the largest in
the world—to study astronomy.
Returning to Massachusetts, Dix
learned that her grandmother had died,
leaving behind a considerable fortune.
Book royalties and this inheritance
would enable Dix to live comfortably the
rest of her life. Her health had still not
completely recovered, so she set about
attending to the estate, while reading
and writing poetry.
By this time, she was 36, a wealthy
spinster, but her intelligence and blunt,
imperious manner seemingly dissuaded
suitors, according to her biographers.
Chance led her to take up social justice
in a ﬁeld that few people at the time
even thought of. She was asked to teach
Sunday school at the East Cambridge
Women’s Prison. It was only to be a few
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hours a week, so she accepted.
She left her ﬁrst Sunday visit horriﬁed.
She discovered women with mental
illness, charged with no crimes, were
nearly naked and fed scraps, chained in
cells alongside the criminal population,
standing and sleeping in their own waste.
Confronted, the warden replied he
conformed to all common practices and
laws. After all, the women were consigned there by the county as, in the
parlance of the time, “looney paupers."
Dix set out to see for herself if the
warden was lying. For two years, she
visited every jail and poorhouse in the
state. The warden wasn’t lying; in some
places, conditions were even worse.

accusations, the Massachusetts legislature
launched its own investigation. Finding
her report accurate, in 1843, they approved construction of a state hospital.
By then, Dix had set out to see conditions elsewhere. Traveling by boat, rail,
wagon, horse and on foot, she visited
jails and poorhouses from New Hampshire to Louisiana. When Texas joined
the Union, she traveled there. She went
to California soon after it became a state.
She successfully submitted memorials to
legislators asking for funding to build
hospitals to treat patients in New Jersey,
Illinois, and Pennsylvania.
In 1848, she came to North Carolina.
Here, she traveled to 40 counties visiting

Dix believed society had a duty to treat people
who have mental illness or who are born with
intellectual or developmental disabilities with
dignity, kindness and employment.
Between travels, she read widely on the
“insane and idiots” (those we now refer
to as people who have mental illness and
those who are born with intellectual or
developmental disabilities) and met some
of the leading experts of the day. The
public’s prevailing view at the time was
these people were unaware of their
surroundings—they were people without memories or feelings.
Dix disagreed. She concluded that the
people she encountered were very aware
of their surroundings and poor treatment
and they had memories and feelings like
anybody else. “Nobody was ever beaten
back into sanity,” she noted.
Whether or not they could be “cured,”
Dix believed society had a duty to treat
people who have mental illness or who
are born with intellectual or developmental disabilities with dignity, kindness
and employment.
Dix persuaded a prominent, sympathetic doctor, Dr. S.G. Howe, to write a
newspaper article about her ﬁndings. The
reaction was outrage. Surely, conditions
could not be so bad. To disprove her
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jails and poorhouses. She persuaded a
state senator to present her memorial of
ﬁndings to the legislature. The reaction
was polite, but condescending. The N.C.
legislature supported “lower taxes to
attract business” over public welfare
spending. A Yankee spinster’s advice was
not needed. The bill was rejected.
By chance, Dix stayed in the same
Raleigh hotel as a legislator named James
C. Dobbins and his wife, Louisa, who
became deathly ill during her visit. Dix
was her constant attendant and nurse,
staying with her even after the hospital
bill was defeated. On her deathbed,
Louisa Dobbins made her husband
promise to work to see Dix’s bill passed.
Soon after the funeral, Dobbins and Dix
walked into the Capitol building’s House
chamber together. Dobbins reintroduced
Dix’s bill and, keeping his promise,
worked to see it passed.
By 1856, Dix Hospital had been
completed in Raleigh. Out of modesty,
she asked it be named for her physician
grandfather, Dr. Elijah Dix. (The name
was changed to Dorothea Dix in 2005.)

Leaving Raleigh, she moved on to
successfully persuade Alabama and
Mississippi to establish state hospitals.
Dix did not stop at the borders of the
United States. In the summers of the
1850s, she visited Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and St. John’s Island. By
chance, she participated in the rescue of
a sinking ship in Nova Scotia. Afterward,
she campaigned for more life-saving
equipment. Eventually, $60,000 was
appropriated by Nova Scotia and Dix
added money of her own—and her
friends in Nova Scotia reported the new
items were instrumental in saving an
American ship the day after they arrived.
Dix went to Washington, D.C. in early
1849. The Mexican-American War had
gained the United States vast territories,
most of which were declared federal
lands. General Zachary Taylor, hero of
the Mexican-American War, had just
been elected president. Dix intended to
persuade the new administration to
grant ﬁve million acres of federal land for
“The Beneﬁt of the Indigent Insane.”
In the whirl of parties and pre-inauguration festivities, she made the acquaintance of the incoming vice president,
Millard Fillmore. The two were to carry
on a sometimes passionate correspondence until Fillmore’s death in 1874.
Taylor died in July 1850. Dix’s new
friend was now president. Passage of her
bill seemed assured.
She stayed in Washington quietly
building support, but the bill failed.
Undaunted, she returned to Washington
when the new Congress convened. This
time she asked for 12 million acres of
federal land. Support increased, but
Congress adjourned without taking up
the bill. Fillmore’s term would be over
when Congress convened again. Ominously, one of the bill’s strongest opponents, Senator Franklin Pierce of New
Hampshire, was elected President.
Persistent, Dix came back to Congress
a third time, increasing her request to 12
million acres and $100,000 for “The
Beneﬁt of the Indigent Insane.” This time,
the bill passed easily.
But success was short lived. While
proclaiming sympathy for her cause,

Albert Barden Collection/North Carolina State Archives, Raleigh, NC. (DIX HILL ADMINISTRATION BLDG. NURSES CLASSES, CENTRAL PRISON.); ; Brimley Photograph Collection (BUILDING ON DIX HILL);
FROM THE GENERAL NEGATIVE COLLECTION, NC STATE ARCHIVES (HOSPITAL STAFF)

From top left: Dix Hill Administration Building 1940; A class of nurses
in 1946; Aerial view of the State Penitentiary/Central Prison and Dix
Hospital campus 1919; Nurses classes 1946; Historic building on Dix
Hill; Hospital staﬀ in 1896.
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From top left: Nurse classes; Nurses
Housing at the State Hospital;
newspaper clipping from Nova
Scotia; Dix tables.
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President Pierce vetoed the bill. In a
6,450-word message to Congress, Pierce
argued social welfare was the states’
responsibility, not the federal government’s. Furthermore, Pierce argued,
allowing this bill would simply encourage
other social groups to petition for federal
money and land.
Heartbroken, Dix left America for
England. She planned to stay with her
friends the Rathbones again, to relax and
recover. She was no longer a young
woman looking for an accepting family
now. She was in her early 50s with a
record of successes behind her. She
couldn’t stay still. Hearing of deplorable
conditions in hospitals in Scotland, she
set out to investigate. As in America, she
visited every place she could, recording
what she saw. Returning to Liverpool, she
sent memorials of her ﬁndings to inﬂuential members of parliament. The result
was construction of two new Scottish
hospitals to be operated according to her
recommendations.
By 1858, she was back in the U.S.,
crusading for the poor and those with
mental illness and intellectual or developmental disabilities. By now, she was one
of the most-widely known and admired
women in America. She had so many
friends across the country, she seldom
had to book a hotel. Where she could not
change a system, she raised money to
send books and clothes to prisons and
poorhouses. She lived on very little.
A story is told that she was riding in
a buggy in rural Michigan when it was
held up. She confronted the robber,
offering her purse if he would leave
others alone. The robber recognized her,
declaring she had been kind to him years
before when he was in jail. He declined
to take her money. Forcing it on him, she
made him promise he would forego
robbing some other “honest man or
woman,” in exchange.
According to her biographies, in early
1861, while visiting Maryland, Dix
overheard men planning to cut railroad
and telegraph lines, march on Washington with a private militia and declare
themselves de facto rulers of the United
States before Lincoln’s inauguration.

Lincoln himself was to be kidnapped and
killed. Dix was friends with Samuel
Felton, president of the Philadelphia and
Baltimore Railroad, responsible for
bringing Lincoln to Washington. Hastily,
she went to Felton, telling him what she
had heard. With that warning, Felton
alerted Allen Pinkerton and Lincoln was
saved and reached Washington.
“Why then,” Felton asked, “don’t you

ing, which hardly slowed down. In 1887,
age 85, Dorothea Lynde Dix passed away.
In her lifetime, Dix held as many
backward and puzzling views as she did
forward-thinking ones. For example,
while advocating decent treatment of
those in need, she believed mental illness
only affected white people. The brains of
Black poeple, she wrote, were not
sufficiently developed to become disor-

At the outbreak of the Civil War, Dix was
appointed Superintendent of U.S. Army Women
Nurses… One of her nurses, Louisa May Alcott,
called her ‘Dragon Dix’ in a letter home.
reveal this? All the world knows this
story and believes it was Mr. Pinkerton
who learned of the plot and foiled it!”
Dix replied it would be immodest of a
woman to claim such a thing.
Dix’s reputation was so great that at
the outbreak of the Civil War, she was
appointed Superintendent of U.S. Army
Women Nurses. For the next four years,
she trained nurses to her high standards
and forced Army doctors to allow her
nurses into their hospitals. She refused
pay and gave herself no furloughs.
Worried her nurses would be sexually
harassed by Army doctors, she wished to
recruit only “women between the ages of
35 and 50 and of plain appearance.” Her
nurses were to dress “without jewelry
and wear plain dresses of black, gray or
brown with no hoops.” She was strict.
One of her nurses, Louisa May Alcott,
called her ‘Dragon Dix’ in a letter home.
(Many Army doctors called her much
worse.) In mid-1863, some of her authority was taken away from her. She resigned
her post in June 1865 and immediately
returned to raising money for hospitals.
By 1881, her respiratory problems
returned, and she was exhausted. No
longer able to travel, she retired to the
suite of rooms built years before in a
New Jersey Asylum for her use. From
there, she continued advocating for the
disadvantaged through her letter writ-

dered. Why she would believe this in the
face of her own evidence is a mystery.
Privately, she was a woman full of
passions, raised in an era and household
which suppressed them. As hinted at in
her reaction to the “carefree” slaves, she
believed morality was essential, but that
it made people unhappy. She wrote and
read poetry “to live,” she once said. Once,
asked if she felt she was an example to
young women, she vigorously denied it,
hoping instead they “would not be so
unfortunate as she” and instead, be
happy becoming dutiful daughters, good
wives, mothers and housekeepers.
Starting in the late 1960s, Dix’s legacy
began crumbling. Buildings erected in
the 1800s were oudated and hard to keep
up. Dix desired to separate people with
mental illness and developmental and
intellectual disabilities from what she
perceived as an unfriendly public, but
practice turned toward integrating them
into communities. Many of the 32
hospitals Dix founded or helped establish
were closed, including Raleigh's hospital.
But what remains of Dix’ legacy is
twofold: to treat people with mental
illness and developmental and intellectual disabilities with kindness and support,
and to stop identifying their actions as
criminal behavior. Dix’s empathy, meticulous reporting and dogged advocacy
started a tidal, societal shift.
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As fall turned to
winter, photographer
Juli Leonard visited the
JC Raulston Arboretum.
North Carolina
Poet Laureate
Jaki Shelton Green
created poetic vignettes
inspired by the images
she captured.
by JAKI SHELTON GREEN
photographs by JULI LEONARD

The children are
always listening.
Sometimes they
hide in the bramble
weeds pretending
to be mosquitoes.
Sometimes they
are dandelion puffs
just ﬂoating by
leaving no marks.

Tangled.
Wild Violet.
Pig Weed.
Thistle.
Poison Ivy.
Nightshade.
Nettle.
They all live
here beneath
the stone wall
of regret that
is a wild
tangled tango.
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Open the hidden hand.
Find your new path
folded neatly inside the palm.
The old path is there waiting
to become a memory.
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Me: We must always ask
permission of the plants.
Daughter: Please show me
your beautiful bones and
I’ll show you mine.

It was the ﬂuttering
of wings inside the
weight of her skirt
that sang her awake.
She remembered
another time when
she could ﬂy.
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A single slant
of light is always
an invitation
to bloom
wherever we are.

Come closer.
Lean into the
windows of my
gilded crown.
I will tell you
a story about
a world as
golden as you.
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Dawn whispers
itself into
the day.
Sleepy feet rise
and run to chase
maple leaves
chasing rain.

The prancing light
at dusk reminded
the aging woman of
other gardens, other
calendars of waiting.
She lifted each petal
as tenderly as the
lifting of chenille,
silk, and organza,
reminding herself
that there are still
dances to be danced.
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Sun bends the edges
of another season.
Each blade of grass
remembers its name.
Spiders keep spinning
into the feast of winter night.of winter night.
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We. all the
veils waiting
to be lifted.
We. all the
veils waiting
to be kissed
by the wind.
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GIVE
where you
LIVE
25 big-impact local organizations that deserve
our support this year
by SUSANNA KLINGENBERG

Gathering, feasting, reﬂecting with loved ones: the rituals of November
will look a bit different this year. But at the heart of the month is
gratitude, a feeling that not even a pandemic can shake.
This month, we’re highlighting 25 Triangle nonproﬁts that have met
this challenging year with creativity, grit and a renewed focus on improving the lives of those they serve. Your ﬁnancial contributions are
critical to the continued work of these organizations, and they will
turn your dollars into aid for our neighbors who need it most.
This list is by no means comprehensive—our community is full of
organizations working toward a better world, and we wish we could
highlight them all! But we hope that, as you feel the spirit of gratitude
move you this season, you will give generously to those who support
the region we call home.
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Beyond Fences

Alliance Medical Ministry
Alliance Medical Ministry provides affordable healthcare—
medical care, counseling, and overall wellness programs—for
working, uninsured adults in Raleigh. They were one of the
ﬁrst nonproﬁt clinics in N.C. to pivot to telehealth in March.
alliancemedicalministry.org

1

2

3
Bryce Martin Foundation
Founded by Dr. Megan Martin in honor of her son, the Bryce
Martin Foundation supports children who are blind or have
visual impairments in North Carolina through early intervention, ongoing education, critical technology and extracurricular activities. brycemartinfoundation.org
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Beyond Fences provides free veterinary services, supplies and
support to people in underserved communities, assisting families and their pets with a philosophy of trust and non-judgement. When money is tight, animals often feel the strain;
Beyond Fences takes care of the basics, so furry friends can
continue bringing joy. beyondfences.org

4
CASA
CASA builds and manages rental housing for those at risk of
homelessness, including many of the populations most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Last year, they helped move
633 people—including families, veterans and people with
disabilities—into stable, affordable homes. casanc.org

5
The Daniel Center
for Math & Science
The Daniel Center is a STEM-focused childcare center aiming to
narrow the education gap for at-risk and disadvantaged children, ages three through college. To support remote learning,
they have shifted from offering after-school care to overseeing
small-group virtual learning during the school day as part of the
Families and Schools Together (FAST) program. danielcenter.org

The Diaper Train
New moms have enough to worry about, but one in three
parents in our area has had to choose between buying diapers
or food. Diaper Train bridges that gap by providing diapers,
wipes and books to low-income families in Wake County.
saintsaviourcenter.org/impact/diaper-train

6
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El Pueblo
El Pueblo supports Wake County’s growing Latinx community by encouraging civic participation and advocacy, nurturing
leadership in children and adults and celebrating Latin American culture. elpueblo.org

8
Emancipate NC
Emancipate NC works to dismantle structural racism and
racialized mass incarceration in North Carolina. A recent
project of the Carolina Justice Policy Center, which has
sought criminal justice system reform since the 1970s,
Emancipate NC lobbies, organizes mobilization, offers
training for churches and other organizations and supports
directly-impacted people and their families. emancipatenc.org
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Families and Schools
Together
A collaboration between recreation and education centers,
Families and Schools Together (FAST) works to ensure every
family in Wake County has access to safe, affordable support
for remote learning. “We’re serving more than 3,000 students every week,” says Keith Poston, president of WakeEd
Partnership. The program also offer kids social interaction,
enrichment and screen-free time to move. wakeed.org/fast

9

this page: courtesy El Pueblo, Emanicpate NC, Families and Schools Together
this page: courtesy Friends of the Museum, The Hope Center at Pullen, InterAct
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Friends of the Museum
Friends of the Museum of Natural Sciences supports the
Museum’s educational programs, exhibits and research to
illuminate the natural world and inspire conservation. Their
work allowed continued access to the Museum’s resources
during stay-at-home orders. If you’ve ever stood in awe of
Acro or wandered the trails at Prairie Ridge, consider supporting this cultural pillar. naturalsciences.org/support/donate
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InterAct
The Hope Center at Pullen
The Hope Center at Pullen serves youth aging out of foster
care and transitioning into adulthood. They offer safe,
stable housing and build life skills, coaching youth toward
employment and educational goals. hopecenteratpullen.org

InterAct helps to save and rebuild the lives of victims of domestic and sexual violence in Wake County. The stress of the
pandemic has led to increased domestic violence, and InterAct
has stepped up in response, offering a socially-distanced shelter
for 30 families and moving their support services, such as crisis
counseling and court advocacy, online. interactofwake.org
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LGBT Center

Women are the fastest growing segment of the prison population, but once they have served their time, many struggle to
ﬁnd jobs, housing and social services. Interfaith Prison Ministry for Women (IPMW) equips these women to heal and
thrive both in prison and in their eventual communities. Their
comprehensive approach includes trauma-informed chaplaincy programs, practical life and job skills and reentry support.
ipmforwomen.org
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The Lucy Daniels Center
The Lucy Daniels Center in Cary provides Triangle families a
range of mental health services: counseling, an on-site school,
evaluations, parenting classes and most recently, free, shortterm help navigating parenting issues related to COVID-19.
lucydanielscenter.org
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this page: courtesy Interfaith Prison Ministry for Women, LGBT Center, The Lucy Daniles Center
opposite page: c Eamon Queeney (FOOD); courtesy Neighbor to Neighbor, Partners for Environmental Justice

Interfaith Prison Ministry
for Women

The LGBT Center serves, empowers and advocates for the
well-being of the diverse LGBTQIA+ communities in and
around Raleigh. Though the pandemic has moved their packed
calendar online, the center remains a hub for education, connection, health, growth and fun. lgbtcenterofraleigh.com
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NC Restaurant Workers
Relief Fund
Founded by Raleigh chefs at the onset of the pandemic, the
NC Restaurant Workers Relief Fund supports the thousands
of North Carolinians from the restaurant and hospitality industry who lost jobs due to COVID-19. Missing your favorite
server, barista or bartender? This is a way to lend your support
until they’re back on the job. ncrestaurantrelief.com

17
Neighbor to Neighbor
Neighbor to Neighbor combats the effects of poverty through
mentoring relationships for young people. They tackle it through
short-term tutoring, long-term goal-setting and extracurriculars,
from chess to auto-mechanics. Donate or hire them directly:
their catering and moving enterprises offer a living wage for
N2N graduates. n2noutreach.org

Partners for
Environmental Justice
Starting with stream cleanups along Walnut Creek in the
1990s, Partners for Environmental Justice (PEJ) advocates for
the equitable treatment of human and natural communities
in Southeast Raleigh. “As PEJ continues to grow, I want us to
become known as a leading environmental and social justice
organization, while remaining deeply rooted in community,”
says program director Tatiana Height. pejraleighnc.org

18
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ShopSpace

Shepherd’s Table

The soup kitchen at Shepherd’s Table serves around 250 hot
meals a day to anyone who comes to their door. It’s known by
diners and volunteers alike for its gracious hospitality. “That
spirit isn’t just in the food, but in our volunteers,” says executive director Tammy Gregory. shepherds-table.org

21
TheGifted Arts
TheGifted Arts helps close the opportunity gap by teaching
young people a variety of arts—dance, drama, music—in a
competitive but nurturing atmosphere. Its programs build
character, conﬁdence and leadership, and need-based scholarships make it accessible to every child. thegiftedarts.org
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ShopSpace is a nonproﬁt metalworking studio, but it’s
more than just a place to build with forges and hammers—it’s a place to build community. Its mission is to
encourage people of all skill levels to put down their
screens and work with their hands, these days through
masked classes and a wide-open space off Capital Boulevard. “People are looking for an outlet to relieve stress and
be creative,” says co-founder Lucas House. shopspace.org
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United Arts Council

Since 1962, the United Arts Council of Raleigh & Wake
County has been supporting local artists, teachers and arts
organizations. “Not only are they essential to economic
development and recovery, but art and culture bring people
together and help us build a more equitable and inclusive
community,” says president Charles Phaneuf. unitedarts.org

this page: courtesy Shepherd’s Table,ShopSpace, TheGifted Arts, United Arts Council
opposite page: courtesy United Way of the Greater Triangle, Western Regional Food Security Action Group, Women’s Center
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United Way of
the Greater Triangle
In pursuit of its mission to eradicate poverty and increase
social mobility, United Way of the Greater Triangle (UWGT)
funds 85 local nonproﬁts through an equity-driven lens.
Their partner organizations focus on early childhood education, workforce development, mental health support, food
insecurity and affordable housing. unitedwaytriangle.org
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Western Regional Food
Security Action Group
The Food Security Action Group partners with volunteers,
faith groups and businesses to coordinate emergency grocery
distribution in neighborhoods at risk of food insecurity. In
response to COVID-19, they have also partnered with Wake
County Public Schools to offer to-go breakfast and lunch—a
critical resource for families when school meals are not available. westernregionfoodsecurity.com

24
From left: Furnishings in
the showroom of The
Green Chair Project; Volunteer Melanie Crockett
carrit in front of the
couch she chose at The
Green Chair Project.

Women’s Center
The Women’s Center works with the Triangle’s most vulnerable, at-risk women to break cycles of trauma, abuse and
homelessness. In August, its services, including healthcare,
housing, meals and counseling, moved to a welcoming new
campus on S. West Street in downtown Raleigh. wcwc.org
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MOMENT OF ZEN
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East meets West
in an updated
Mid-century retreat
by ANDREA RICE
photographs by CATHERINE NGUYEN

Inside this Clinton
living room are striking
wood-paneled ceilings
and a wall of windows.
The Williams family
built in an entertainment center with gold
knobs from Addison
Weeks to create a focal
point.
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Mid-century modern beauty is tucked
away in an otherwise
unassuming Clinton
neighborhood. It’s
nestled atop a ridge
and overlooks a tranquil pond, and it’s here that Robbie and
Todd Williams have created a sanctuary
that bridges the past and the future.
The Williamses purchased the 1962
home from its original owners two
years ago. They’d been living in more
traditional homes in Wake Forest as
they raised their family, but once their

children, Mabry and Ford, had grown
and moved out, the couple wanted to
return to their hometown to reconnect
with their roots and be closer to their
parents as well as to the beach.
After looking at a few listings in the
area, a home adjacent to Coharie Country Club caught their attention. “Even
though we grew up here, we had never
been inside this house,” Robbie Williams
says. “From the outside it looked like a
traditional ranch home, but as soon as
we walked in the front door and saw the
wall of windows and the ﬁreplace, we
knew this was the one.”

“As soon as we walked in the front door and saw
the wall of windows and the ﬁreplace, we knew
this was the one.” — Robbie Williams
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The two-sided, copper-topped ﬁreplace in
the living room is original to the home—it
was in mint condition, and only needed
to be dusted oﬀ. “I loved incorporating
the unique ﬁreplace into the plan. It
set the vibe for the entire design,” says
Summerford. The coﬀee table (above left)
was a lucky Craigslist ﬁnd, and the couch
and chairs are from Homebridge Design
in Raleigh. The small bar (below left) was
found at George R. McNeill Fine Antiques
in Raleigh. Art pieces from travels to Paris, London, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Jakarta
and Ocho Rios adorn the space.
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Summerford had been saving a set of
Italian leather chairs from the 1950s for
the “perfect client.” The dining room
table had always been in the family. For
additional seating, a set of chairs were
lacquered at Steins Furniture and Lacquer
Studio and reupholstered by Designers Guild. Except for a dishwasher, the
kitchen (right) was original to the home—
which, Williams says, was ideal, since
it meant “no one had done a bad ‘80s
remodel.” They gutted and reconﬁgured
the space to connect it to the living area.
The black cabinets and stained island
complement the original wood.
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It had always been on Robbie Williams’ wish list to redesign a Mid-century home, to usher it into the present
while respecting its character and
integrity. “Mid-century homes can have
a lot of hard edges, and I wanted it to be
comfortable and soft,” she says.
That said, “Deciding what to keep and
what to change was just outside of my
comfort zone,” she says, so she looked for
an interior designer to weigh in. A former
fashion apparel importer, Williams fell
in love with the vibrant work of Raleigh-based Tula Summerford of Designs
by Tula. The New York City transplant
and Fashion Institute of Technology
alum has a background in textiles, and to
Williams, her aesthetic offered the perfect
blend of classical meets modern; elegant,
edgy and eccentric. “Tula can walk into
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a room and tell you immediately what to
keep and what to replace,” says Robbie
Williams.
Williams notes that the previous
owners had been well ahead of their time
in terms of design and aesthetic, so most
of the home remains intact, including
the original dual-sided ﬁreplace with a
unique copper hood. But the bathrooms
needed reconﬁguring and upgrading, and
the kitchen, a time capsule, needed a complete overhaul. Clinton-based William
Pope led the renovations, and Summerford made recommendations to bring the
home up-to-date: replacing the carpeted
ﬂoors in the living room with black slate,
for example, and painting wood-paneled
walls white to brighten the space.
Throughout, Summerford adorned
the home with fresh fabrics and wallpaper. Pops of jewel tones like fuchsia,
turquoise and gold make subtle yet im86 | WALTER

One guest room (opposite) is furnished
with the bed and dresser from their
daughter’s childhood bedroom; Summerford made the room pop with a fuchsia
rug, yellow curtains and brass rods. The
vintage lamp is from Hunt & Gather in
Raleigh. The wooden staircase (this page)
leading to the “rec room” was simply
reﬁnished. There, the original teal wet
bar and kitchenette (opposite) remain intact (the cabinets in the upstairs kitchen
were formerly this same color) as do the
classic linoleum ﬂoors. “We didn’t touch
anything in this room,” Williams says,
“We just cleaned it up and moved in.”
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pactful appearances throughout, while
ﬂecks of gold and bronze complement
ornate ﬁgurines Robbie Williams collected during her travels to the Far East.
“I always like a little drama,” Williams
says. “I tend to go a little traditional
or transitional in style, but I also like
Asian inﬂuences.”
Though Todd Williams was mostly
hands-off through the process, which
took around seven months to complete,
he did voice his opinion near the end
as his wife was questioning some of the
ﬁnal touches. “He said, ask Tula, she’s
always right!” laughs Robbie Williams.
She says the home has been a blessing
especially this year, a place of refuge in
recent months during lockdown restrictions. “Every morning when I walk
through the hallway and watch the light
come in through the windows, I feel like
I’m on vacation,” says Williams.
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The front of the home is unassuming
at ﬁrst glance, but a deeper look oﬀers
a hint at the design-forward elements
inside. The Williams family has spent
much of their time in the back patio
during coronavirus restrictions. The
terraced back patio looks out to the pond
and ﬁre pit, and oﬀers sweeping views of
the property’s green spaces, like a private
park where there is always something
blooming. The couple built the ﬁre pit
near the pond to oﬀer more dimension
to the landscaping—and another private
place to retreat and get away from it all.
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During this time of social distancing, we want to see how you are staying connected
with your community. Submit images on our website waltermagazine.com.
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WINnovation 2020

O

n September 18, WALTER hosted its sixth annual
WINnovation summit in partnership with Bank
of America, with support from Diamonds Direct
and Atlantic Tire & Service. The full-day virtual
event gathered professionals of all different backgrounds and skill sets to celebrate female innovation, diversity
and entrepreneurship.
The day began with workshops on professional development
with Dr. Mary Hemphill of The Limitless Leader, Deborah
Oronzio from SCORE Raleigh, Wendy Artis from Bank of
America and Brooke Markevicius from Allobee. After a break for
networking and refreshments, our signature WIN talks began.
Streaming live from the Duke Performing Arts Center Fletcher
Auditorium (the ﬁrst live event to be held there since the shut90 | WALTER

down!), the speakers included Judith Cone, UNC-Chapel Hill’s
Vice Chancellor of Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Economic
Development; Mavis Gragg, Director of the Sustainable Forestry
and African American Land Protection Program of the American Forest Foundation; Raleigh Brewing Company President and
CEO Kristie Nystedt; and cellist and singer-songwriter Shana
Tucker. The inspiring speeches touched on creativity, inspiration,
entrepreneurship, words of wisdom and more.
Special thanks to our AVpartner Attended Events, as well as
our innovation partners Advancement of Women Entrepreneurs from NC State University and Hutchison Law for helping
make WINnovation possible.
To see a video from the evening, visit waltermagazine.com/
winnovation-2020.

Delight in the magic of the
holiday season with Old St. Nick.

Opposite page (clockwise from top left): Shana Tucker ends the evening with
her song, Hug Yourself; speaker Kristie Nystedt; speaker Mavis Gragg; speaker
Judith Cone. This page (top to bottom): Setting up for the event at the Fletcher
auditorium; Kari Stoltz and Virginia Parker of Bank of America; speakers
receive gifts from Diamonds Direct.
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n October 23, WALTER brought its signature Taste
of the Wild event into readers’ homes. In a lively
cooking-show style video, Saltbox Seafood Joint
chef Ricky Moore and Southern Smoke BBQ’s Matt Register
joined together to dish up two of their favorite recipes, Pamlico County Skillet Crab Rice and Collard Chowder, made
with North Carolina ingredients, of course.
The limited-release video followed Moore and Register as
they swapped cooking techniques, shared where they source
their local ingredients from and gave glimpses into their
personal lives. After the chefs (and some of the WALTER
staff!) tasted each dish, Register and Moore sat down for an
interview to share even more about how they cook—at their
restaurants, and at home.
Taste of the Wild was produced in partnership with Great
Outdoor Provision Co. and Green Front Interiors & Rugs.
Special thanks for Workshop Media and Raleigh Custom
Homes for their help bringing Taste of the Wild to life.
Visit waltermagazine.com/tasteofthewild to learn more.

Ayn-Monique Klahre

Palace Christmas Tours, Food, Beer & Wine,
Entertainment & Fireworks!

Your Couch is Calling.

Opposite page: Matt Register and Ricky Moore get ready to ﬁlm. This page,
from top: Register and Moore; editor Ayn-Monique Klahre with Patrick Casey
of Green Front; Klahre with Chuck Millsaps of Great Outdoor Provisions Co.
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CREATIVE MORNINGS
On Friday, June 26, Creative Mornings RDU hosted mental health counselor
Gretchen Campbell for their monthly speaker series. The virtual meeting was
attended by many creatives in the Raleigh community and beyond, and included a networking opportunity and Q&A. Campbell spoke on the global topic
of “Insecure,” sharing her own journey toward success and conﬁdence.

Creative Mornings participants

RALEIGH CITY FARM HARVEST DINNER AT HOME
Raleigh City Farm launched its Harvest Dinner at Home series in October,
featuring meals from Garland’s Cheetie Kumar, Coleen Speaks of Hummingbird, Caroline Morrison of Fiction Kitchen and Andrew Gravens of A Place at
the Table. The fundraiser supports the farm’s ongoing operations, restaurant
partners and Black farm partners.

Easter Maynard

Beth Svendsgaard, Ruhi Pitre

Behind the scenes at
WINnovation 2020 from
the A.J. Fletcher Opera Theater
at the Duke Energy Center for
the Performing Arts.

Your Partner
for Virtual Events

Learn more at attendedevents.com/WALTER

Let our virtual event planning and production team at
Attended help you plan an event that stays true to your
goals and your brand while keeping pace with these
changing times. We’re happy to chat.
Virtual Production Partner for WINnovation 2020

Chika Gujarathi (CREATIVE MORNINGS); Courtesy Raleigh City Farm (FARM)
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Catherine Currin (GREEN CHAIR); Courtesy Wendell Falls (CHARTER)

THE SHOP AT THE GREEN CHAIR PROJECT
In September, local nonproﬁt The Green Chair Project launched its online
retail portal, The Shop, making its popular resale store accessible during the
pandemic. 100 percent of proceeds from its sales beneﬁt its program, providing
home furnishings to local families in need, including their goal of providing
beds to all Wake County schoolchildren.

Alice Hinman, Frank Harmon, Arthur Gordon, Nina Szlosberg-Landis
Catherine Currin, Rae Marie Czuhai, Suzi Bevacqua, Robin Madison, Liz McLean

CARDINAL CHARTER ACADEMY RIBBON CUTTING
Cardinal Charter Academy at Wendell Falls opened its doors this fall,
celebrating with a socially-distanced ribbon cutting ceremony.

Incoming students and staﬀ

Ceremony participants

After
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Sale
Nov.

Gracey Vaughn, Carly Demler, Liz Tracy, Alex Collins, Julia Ellard, Liz Millar, Braden Rawls,
Lauren Westervelt, Heather Allen Zucchino

828.261.4776 • 2220 Hwy 70 SE, Hickory, NC 28602 • amishoakandcherry.com

Hickory Furniture Mart • South Side • Level 2

UNDERWOOD WINE FUNDRAISER
The Underwood Elementary Foundation and PTA held a virtual wine tasting event
with Wine Feed to kick oﬀ the 2020-2021 school year. Philip Rubin, co-owner of
Wine Feed, led guests in a tasting of three “Unicorn Wines,” paired with a cheese
and charcuterie box, to beneﬁt Underwood Foundation and PTA.

Deana Brannan, Sarah Mangano, Stephen Mangano, Scott Bayzle, Alisa O’Connor,
Alicia Lupton, Kevin Lupton

let’s socialize

@WalterMagazine
waltermagazine.com

Pat Jones, Nora Jones, Ian Propst, Kelly Propst

Gracey Vaughn (DINING FOR WOMEN); Laura Bayzle (PORCH), Kelly Propst (KITCHEN)

DINING FOR WOMEN
Raleigh’s chapter of Dining for Women hosted a socially-distanced gathering on September 8. Dining for Women invites individuals to gather together
monthly to learn about organizations beneﬁting women and families, and to
support these organizations through their charitable dollars. In September,
they learned about Kid’s Play International, an organization that uses sport
and Olympic values to achieve gender equality in post-genocidal countries.
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H

on the
ROAD
One man’s daily walks
oﬀer time for reﬂection—
and research
by ADDIE LADNER
photography by JOSHUA STEADMAN
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enry Schaffer
will tell you he
lived in Raleigh
for nearly half
a century and
“never paid attention.” Teaching and raising children with
his wife kept the 82-year-old
busy. For years, he took the
same route each day, driving
down Hillsborough Street
to North Carolina State
University, where he taught
genetics and biomathematics
and worked his way up to Professor Emeritus. “I’d watch out
for potholes and pedestrians,
but pay no attention to architecture, landscapes or street
names,” he says. “Why would I?”
?”
When COVID-19 brought
a nationwide shutdown, that
changed. His kids are grown.
Now retired, his work was windnding down. With nowhere to rush
ush
to, one crisp spring day he
thought, “Why not take a walk?” That walk led to another, then
more. He started walking at least every other day for an hour
or two, up to ﬁve miles at a time, exploring roads like Western
Boulevard, Athens Drive and Jones Franklin with no objective.
He noted dead ends, unpaved roads and peculiar street names.
And this series of simple strolls evolved into a personal quest:
learning the backstories of dozens of road names in West Raleigh.
Take Avent Ferry Road: according to his ﬁndings, the original road went to Holly Springs and ended up at the Cape Fear
River, where a man named John Avent ran a ferry until 1926.
Beryl Road, he discovered, was named after the daughter of
Berry O'Kelly, a Black philanthropist and businessman from
the 1930s. Kaplan Road was named after a dairy farmer whose
farm was originally downtown—but it stunk so bad he was
forced to move to what is now Kaplan Drive.
“I try to walk on every single road I come to as opposed to
driving,” says Schaffer, “I’ve walked on dozens. I’ve crossed
the beltline, bridges, you name it.” He’s logged hours searching maps online, looking at deeds and cemetery records and
submitting questions on online neighborhood groups, where
he also shares musings from his strolls. His notes are half narrative, half informative, musings on his adventures around creeks,
through poison ivy and unpaved roads.
More than anything, though, Schaffer is savoring his leisurely
strolls. He’s paying attention, and he encourages us to do the
same, to see if we can’t ﬁnd something fascinating right under
our feet. Says Schaffer: “I notice these beautiful gardens now,
I say hello to familiar faces. Things I never did before.”
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